I[NTRODUCTION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-1}
==========================

When two stimuli (S1 and S2) are presented in rapid succession to which participants are asked to make separate speed responses, reaction times to the second stimulus (RT2) show a significant increase with decreasing stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) between the two stimuli.\[[@ref1]\] This phenomenon is termed as the psychological refractory period (PRP) effect.\[[@ref2]\] The dominant theory with regard to the mechanisms underlying the PRP effect is the response-selection bottleneck model proposed by Welford and Pashler:\[[@ref1][@ref3][@ref4][@ref5]\] the central response-selection stage constitutes a single-channel bottleneck, and thus can be only executed serially, whereas the other stages, for example, perceptual and motor stages, can be performed in parallel with concurrent processes of another task. Therefore, at short SOAs, the selection of the S2 response had to be postponed until after the S1 response has been selected, resulting in delayed responses to S2. At the neural level, the PRP effect has been associated with the delay of the P3 component elicited by the second target (T2--P3),\[[@ref6][@ref7]\] which is related to postperceptual processes, such as updating in working memory.\[[@ref8][@ref9]\] Moreover, prefrontal and parietal executive areas have been reported to be involved in the PRP effect.\[[@ref7][@ref10][@ref11][@ref12]\]

Upon facing streams of information from multiple sensory modalities, our brain does not give equal weight to different modalities. Rather, visual information more frequently receives preferential processing and eventually dominates consciousness and behavior. One intriguing example of the dominance of vision over audition is the Colavita effect, which refers to the phenomenon that participants often fail in responding to the auditory component of bimodal audiovisual targets.\[[@ref13][@ref14][@ref15]\] The striking pattern of the dominance of vision over audition is almost as if the simultaneous presentation of the visual stimulus leads to the "extinction" of the participants' conscious awareness of the auditory stimulus.\[[@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19]\] Even when human participants are able to make explicit behavioral responses to both the visual and the auditory components, they cannot always respond to them strictly simultaneously. Behaviorally, visual responses precede auditory responses more frequently than vice versa,\[[@ref20]\] indicating visual dominance. At the neural level, visual information preferentially accesses to the corresponding sensorimotor representations via enhanced functional connectivity between the dorsal visual stream and the sensorimotor cortex.\[[@ref20]\]

The cross-modal PRP paradigm adopts stimuli of different sensory modalities for S1 and S2, respectively, and shows that information from different sensory modalities competes for the limited processing resources of the human brain.\[[@ref5][@ref21][@ref22][@ref23][@ref24][@ref25]\] It remains unknown, however, whether the visual dominance effect manifests in the cross-modal PRP situation as well. Specifically speaking, in the cross-modal PRP paradigm, the order of S1 and S2 is 2-fold, i.e., either visual stimuli precede auditory stimuli or vice versa. The temporal order of the two tasks is always fixed in the classical cross-modal PRP paradigm, i.e., the Auditory-Visual and the Visual-Auditory conditions were always blocked, rather than randomly mixed together.\[[@ref7][@ref22][@ref23][@ref25][@ref26]\] In contrast to the classical PRP effect with fixed task orders, an additional executive order control mechanism will be introduced in the PRP paradigm with random task orders. The order control mechanism is involved in the planning of the appropriate sequence of actions and the online control of the serial processing order of tasks and operates after the perceptual stage and before the response-selection stage.\[[@ref27][@ref28][@ref29]\] In the classical PRP paradigm with fixed task order, the order control process is activated and completed before the onset of the first stimuli in a top-down manner, so that the participants are able to predict the particular tasks for the upcoming trial, and thus prepare for performing the two tasks in a specific order, causing an increase in the top-down weight of limited processing resources for the sensory modality of the first task, especially at short SOAs.\[[@ref27][@ref30]\] On the contrary, when the task order is randomized, the current order set can only be activated upon the actual presentation of the first task in each trial. Such a random task-order context can thus balance the preparation between the first and the second tasks and prevent the participants from systematically prioritizing one sensory modality over the other.\[[@ref27][@ref31][@ref32][@ref33]\] Therefore, in contrast to the classical PRP paradigm, we randomly mixed the dual-task trials with different orders (i.e., Visual-Auditory and Auditory-Visual conditions), so that participants could not predict the task order of the upcoming trial to avoid unbalanced top-down bias toward one specific modality.

We investigated whether the visual dominance effect manifests in the cross-modal PRP paradigm with random task orders, by manipulating the order of the auditory and visual task. We hypothesized that if visual information is more preferentially selected than auditory information, it will be easier for the second visual response to overcome the interference caused by the first auditory response than vice versa, especially at the short SOAs when multisensory information competes to pass through the central bottleneck. Therefore, with difficulty of the single visual task and the single auditory task being equivalent when they are separately performed, we expected different sizes of the interresponse interval (IRI = RT2 -- RT1), depending on the order of the visual and the auditory tasks, when the two tasks are paired with short SOAs. Specifically speaking, the IRI should be significantly smaller in the Auditory-Visual condition when the second visual task needs to overcome the interferences caused by the first auditory task than in the Visual-Auditory condition when the second auditory task needs to overcome the interferences induced by the first visual task. This effect should manifest only at the short, rather than long, SOAs when the two tasks compete for limited resources of the central bottleneck. In addition, we calculated the ratio of the error trials in which the response order is reversed, i.e. the Auditory-Visual responses in the Visual-Auditory condition and the Visual-Auditory responses in the Auditory-Visual condition. We predicted that if visual information tends to be more preferentially selected than auditory information, participants may show a tendency to first respond to the visual stimulus even when it is preceded by an auditory stimulus in the Auditory-Visual condition. Accordingly, more error trials with reversed response orders should be found in the Auditory-Visual than the Visual-Auditory condition.

Moreover, it remains unclear whether the potential sensory dominance effect depends on the difficulty of processing in different sensory modalities. For example, whether a similar visual dominance effect will still occur if the visual processing becomes less demanding (easier) than the auditory processing. Therefore, in contrast to the Experiment 1, in which difficulty of single modality visual and auditory processing is matched based on the parameters from previous psychophysics pilots, we will break the balanced difficulty between the single modality visual and auditory processing, by adding background noises throughout the experiment and thus increasing the difficulty of auditory processing in the Experiment 2.

M[ETHODS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-2}
=====================

Ethical approval {#sec2-1}
----------------

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of Psychology, South China Normal University. Informed written consent was obtained from all participants before their enrollment in this study.

Participants {#sec2-2}
------------

Twenty-five healthy participants (16 females and 9 males; aged 21.0 ± 1.4 years, ranging from 18 to 24 years) participated in Experiment 1, and thirty-three new participants (18 females and 15 males; aged 20.0 ± 2.2 years, ranging from 18 to 25 years) participated in Experiment 2. They were all right-handed, with normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. None of them had a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. All the participants were paid for their participation after the experiment.

The apparatus, procedures, experimental design, and stimuli were the same between Experiments 1 and 2, except that a continuously played background noise (echo planar imaging noise of functional magnetic resonance imaging \[fMRI\]) was added throughout Experiment 2. The background noise was adopted to reduce the signal/noise ratio of the auditory processing by enhancing the noise level and further impair cognition and behavior,\[[@ref34][@ref35]\] so that the auditory task became more difficult than the visual task in Experiment 2.

Apparatus and stimuli {#sec2-3}
---------------------

The visual stimuli consisted of twenty numbers: from 35 to 44 and from 46 to 55; the auditory stimuli consisted of twenty pure tones with the frequency of 178, 193, 208, 225, 243, 262, 283, 305, 330, 356, 3072, 3317, 3582, 3868, 4176, 4509, 4868, 5257, 5677, and 6130 Hz. The visual target was a black number of 1.64° visual angle shown on a white background via a 17" Acer V173 monitor with a resolution of 1280 (horizontal) × 1024 (vertical) pixels. Participants sat 65 cm away from the screen. The default visual display was a gray cross (red--green--blue value: 128, 128, and 128) that measured 1° × 1° of visual angle on the center of the screen, and the participants were instructed to fixate at the central cross without moving their eyes throughout the experiment. Auditory stimuli were delivered via headphones.

Participants were instructed to perform a visual and an auditory two-choice comparison task. In the visual task, a number was presented in the center of the screen for 33 ms, and the participants were instructed to judge whether the number was larger or smaller than 45. The range of the numbers was between 35 and 55, except for 45. In the auditory task, a pure tone was presented through headphones for 33 ms, and the participants were instructed to judge whether the current pure tone was higher or lower than the standard pure tone (1050 Hz). The frequency of the auditory pure tones exponentially ranged from 178 Hz to 6130 Hz, except for 1050 Hz. Participants were instructed to use the middle and index fingers of the one hand to give responses for the visual task (one for bigger and the other for smaller than 45), and the middle and index fingers of the other hand to give responses for the auditory task (one for higher and the other for lower than the standard pure tone). Both the mapping between the two hands and two tasks and the mapping between the two fingers of each hand and the two options of each task were counterbalanced across participants.

Experimental procedures and design {#sec2-4}
----------------------------------

At the beginning of each trial, the central fixation flashed (500 ms off and 500 ms on) to alert the participants of the start of a trial. Subsequently, a dual-task trial or a single-task trial was presented \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. In the dual-task condition, the order of the two tasks was either visual task first (Visual-Auditory) or auditory first (Auditory-Visual), and the SOA between the two tasks was either short (300 ms) or long (1000 ms). Previous evidence proved that when the delay in the onset of the two tasks is \<300 ms, execution of both tasks overlaps in time, and thus multisensory information competes to pass through the central bottleneck; when the delay is about 1000 ms, the presentation of the second stimulus comes after the completion of the first task, and thus both tasks are processed without interferences with each other.\[[@ref7][@ref29][@ref36]\] The 300 ms and 1000 ms were thus selected as the short and long SOAs, respectively. Therefore, the experimental design for the dual-task condition was a 2 (order of the two tasks: Visual-Auditory vs. Auditory-Visual) × 2 (SOA: short vs. long) within-subject design, resulting in four experimental conditions: (1) the auditory task was first presented, and the SOA between the two tasks was 300 ms (AV300); (2) the visual task was first presented, and the SOA between the two tasks was 300 ms (VA300); (3) the auditory task was first presented, and the SOA between the two tasks was 1000 ms (AV1000); and (4) the visual task was first presented, and the SOA between the two tasks was 1000 ms (VA1000; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Two target stimuli (one visual and one auditory) were subsequently presented for 33 ms either in short (300 ms) or long (1000 ms) succession, and the task order could be either visual task first or auditory task first. There were 96 trials in each of the four experimental conditions, and the duration of each trial was 2500 ms. In addition to the dual-task conditions, two single-task conditions were included as well, in which only a visual task (Single-Visual) or an auditory task (Single-Auditory) was presented. There were 48 trials in each of the two single-task conditions, and the duration of each single-task trial was 1500 ms. Therefore, there were six experimental conditions and 480 trials in total. Trials in the six experimental conditions were randomly mixed together. The 480 trials were randomly assigned to 6 blocks with 80 trials in each block. There was a short break after each block. Participants were instructed to perform each task as accurately and as fast as possible. Prior to the formal experiment, participants were adequately familiarized with the experimental tasks with a practice session. Participants could not enter the formal experiment until their accuracy reached above 90% after the practice.

![Procedures in exemplary dual-task trials of the present experiment. SOA: Stimulus-onset asynchrony; AV300: The auditory task was first presented and the SOA was 300 ms; AV1000: The auditory task was first presented and the SOA was 1000 ms; VA300: The visual task was first presented and the SOA was 300 ms; VA1000: The visual task was first presented and the SOA was 1000 ms.](CMJ-131-1926-g001){#F1}

Statistical analysis {#sec2-5}
--------------------

For the single-task conditions, omissions (0.1% and 0.7% for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively), incorrect responses (3.9% and 3.4%), and outlier trials with RTs beyond mean RT ±3 standard deviations (SDs) (1.7% and 1.4%) were discarded. For the dual-task conditions, trials in which the response order was inconsistent with the task order (3.3% and 5.0%), either RT1 (6.5% and 6.9%) or RT2 (8.9% and 10.2%) was omitted or incorrect, or RT1 (1.6% and 1.5%) or RT2 (1.6% and 1.5%) exceeded ±3 SDs were excluded from further analysis. Accuracies were calculated as the proportion of correct trials versus the total number of trials in each experimental condition. Three participants were removed due to abnormally low accuracy in either the single-task condition or the dual-task condition in Experiment 1.

For the single-task conditions, the behavioral data were submitted to a 2 (between-subjects factor: Experiments 1 vs. 2) × 2 (modality: visual vs. auditory) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), and then planned paired *t*-tests were used to test the simple effects in each experiment. For the dual-task conditions, to avoid complicated high-level (four-way) interactions, data were separately analyzed for the short and the long SOAs. RT and accuracy data were submitted to a 2 (between-subjects factor: Experiments 1 vs. 2) × 2 (task order: Auditory-Visual vs. Visual-Auditory) × 2 (response order: RT1 vs. RT2) repeated-measures ANOVA for the short (300 ms) and long SOAs (1000 ms) conditions, respectively. To further explain the potential three-way interaction, a 2 (task order: Auditory-Visual vs. Visual-Auditory) × 2 (response order: RT1 vs. RT2) repeated-measures ANOVA was performed for the two experiments, respectively. In addition, the ratio of trials with reversed response orders was submitted to a 2 (task order: Auditory-Visual vs. Visual-Auditory) × 2 (SOA: 300 ms vs. 1000 ms) repeated-measures ANOVA for each experiment. Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS version 21.0 (IBM, New York, USA). Statistically significant difference was defined as *P* \< 0.05.

R[ESULTS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-3}
=====================

Single-task condition {#sec2-6}
---------------------

For RTs, the main effect of modality was significant (*F*~(1,53)~ = 8.73, *P* = 0.005, η^2^ = 0.14), indicating that RTs were significantly slower in the single auditory task (674 ± 15 ms) than in the single visual task (642 ± 11 ms). The two-way interaction was significant as well (*F*~(1,53)~ = 4.68, *P* = 0.035, η^2^ = 0.08). Further, planned *t*-tests on simple effects showed that RTs in the single auditory task (703 ± 19 ms) were significantly slower than in the single visual task (647 ± 14 ms) only in Experiment 2 (t~(32)~ = 3.67, *P* = 0.001, d = 0.64), but not in Experiment 1 (the single auditory task: 646 ± 23 ms; the single visual task: 637 ± 18 ms; t~(21)~ = 0.62, *P* = 0.54, d = 0.13; [Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The main effect of experiment was not significant (*F*~(1,\ 53)~ = 1.85, *P* = 0.180, η^2^ = 0.08).

![Mean reaction times (a) and accuracies (b) in the single-task conditions for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, respectively. \**P* \< 0.05; ^†^Nonsignificant difference. The error bars represent standard error for the sample mean.](CMJ-131-1926-g002){#F2}

For the accuracy, neither the main effect of modality (*F*~(1,\ 53)~ = 0.44, *P* = 0.511, η^2^ = 0.01), nor the main effect of experiment (*F*~(1,53)~ = 1.23, *P* = 0.272, η^2^ = 0.02), nor the two-way interaction (*F*~(1,\ 53)~ = 0.00, *P* = 0.993, η^2^ = 0), was significant \[[Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\].

Taken together, the results of the single-modality tasks confirmed our experimental manipulations: the single-modality auditory processing became more difficult than the single-modality visual processing under the noisy background in Experiment 2 \[[Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\], while they were equally hard in Experiment 1 \[[Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\].

Dual-task condition {#sec2-7}
-------------------

**Short stimulus-onset asynchrony (300 ms)**

For the RTs \[Figures [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left\], the three-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed that the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,53)~ = 187.94, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.78), indicating that RT2s (796 ± 17 ms) were significantly slower than RT1s (684 ± 16 ms). The two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant as well (*F*~(1,53)~ = 21.79, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.29). Further planned *t*-tests on simple effects showed that the IRI effect (RT2 − RT1) was significantly smaller in the Auditory-Visual condition (88 ± 9 ms) than the Visual-Auditory condition (135 ± 10 ms; t~(54)~ = 4.97, *P* \< 0.001, d = 0.67). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.10).

![Mean reaction times (a) and accuracies (b), shown as a function of task order and response order for the short (the left panel) and long SOAs (the right panel) condition in Experiment 1, respectively. The error bars represent standard error for the sample mean. RT1/RT2: Reaction time of the first/second task in the dual-task conditions; SOA: Stimulus-onset asynchrony.](CMJ-131-1926-g003){#F3}

![Mean reaction times (a) and accuracies (b), shown as a function of task order and response order for the short (the left panel) and long SOA (the right panel) condition in Experiment 2, respectively. The error bars represent standard error for the sample mean. RT1/RT2: Reaction time of the first/second task in the dual-task conditions; SOA: Stimulus-onset asynchrony.](CMJ-131-1926-g004){#F4}

For accuracy \[Figures [3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left\], the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,53)~ = 16.73, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.24), indicating lower accuracy for the second (86%) than the first (89%) responses. The two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant as well (*F*~(1,53)~ = 4.59, *P* = 0.037, η^2^ = 0.08). Further planned *t*-tests on simple effects showed that accuracy of the first responses was comparable between the Auditory-Visual (89%) and the Visual-Auditory (91%) condition (*t*~(54)~ = 1.99, *P* = 0.052, *d* = 0.27). For the second responses, however, accuracy was significantly lower in the Visual-Auditory (84%) than the Auditory-Visual (88%) condition (*t*~(54)~ = 2.12, *P* = 0.039, *d* = 0.29). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.19).

Taken together, at the short SOA, the RT and accuracy data consistently showed that visual precedence in the Visual-Auditory condition caused more impairment to the subsequent behavioral performance in the auditory task than vice versa in the Auditory-Visual condition. In terms of the RTs, a larger delay of the second response (i.e., a larger IRI) was revealed in the Visual-Auditory than the Auditory-Visual conditions \[Figures [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. In terms of response accuracy, more errors were made in responding to the second task of the Visual-Auditory than the Auditory-Visual conditions \[Figures [3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left\]. These results are thus consistent with our predictions that it is more difficult for the second auditory task to overcome the interferences caused by the first visual task than vice versa. Moreover, this visual dominance effect was independent of the difficulty of processing in different sensory modalities: it occurred both when the single modality visual and auditory processing was equally difficult in Experiment 1 \[[Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\] and when the single modality processing was more demanding in the auditory than visual modality in Experiment 2 \[[Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\].

**Long stimulus-onset asynchrony (1000 ms)**

For the RTs \[Figures [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, right\], the three-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed that the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,53)~ = 66.52, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.56), indicating that RT1s (651 ± 12 ms) was significantly slower than RT2s (584 ± 10 ms). The two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant (*F*~(1,53)~ = 6.12, *P* = 0.017, η^2^ = 0.10). The three-way interaction was significant as well (*F*~(1,53)~ = 4.41, *P* = 0.041, η^2^ = 0.08). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.09). To further explain the specific pattern of the three-way interaction, a 2 (task order: Auditory-Visual vs. Visual-Auditory) × 2 (response order: RT1 vs. RT2) repeated-measures ANOVA was performed for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively.

In Experiment 1, the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,21)~ = 35.99, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.63), indicating that the RT1s (636 ± 19 ms) were significantly slower than the RT2s (568 ± 15 ms; [Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, neither the main effect of task order (*F*~(1,21)~ = 1.22, *P* = 0.282, η^2^ = 0.06), nor the two-way interaction (*F*~(1,21)~ = 0.09, *P* = 0.772, η^2^ = 0.00), was significant. These results suggested that at the long SOA of Experiment 1, RT2s were significantly faster than RT1s, irrespective of the task order. In Experiment 2, the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,32)~ = 35.52, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.53), again indicating that RT1s (666 ± 14 ms) were significantly slower than RT2s (601 ± 13 ms). The main effect of task order was not significant (*F*~(1,32)~ = 1.81, *P* = 0.188, η^2^ = 0.05). In contrast to Experiment 1, the two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant (*F*~(1,32)~ = 10.78, *P* = 0.002, η^2^ = 0.25). Further planned *t*-tests on simple effects revealed that RT1s (690 ± 17 ms) were significantly slower than RT2s (584 ± 12 ms) in the Auditory-Visual condition (*t*~(32)~ = 6.25, *P* \< 0.001, *d* = 1.09), which was consistent with the experimental manipulations in Experiment 2. However, RT1s (643 ± 14 ms) and RT2s (617 ± 16 ms) were comparable in the Visual-Auditory condition (*t*~(32)~ = 1.60, *P* = 0.120, *d* = 0.28; [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These results thus suggested that the RT difference between the auditory and visual processing was eliminated in the Visual-Auditory condition at the long SOA.

For accuracy \[Figures [3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, right\], the three-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed that the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,53)~ = 20.29, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.28), indicating lower accuracy for the second (92%) than the first (94%) responses. The two-way interaction between task order and experiment was significant (*F*~(1,53)~ = 9.62, *P* = 0.003, η^2^ = 0.15). The three-way interaction was significant as well (*F*~(1,53)~ = 28.03, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.35). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.39). To further interpret the specific pattern of the three-way interaction, a 2 (task order: Auditory-Visual vs. Visual-Auditory) × 2 (response order: RT1 vs. RT2) repeated-measures ANOVA was performed for the two experiments, respectively.

In Experiment 1, the main effect of task order was significant (*F*~(1,21)~ = 5.94, *P* = 0.024, η^2^ = 0.22), indicating lower accuracy in the Auditory-Visual (92%) than the Visual-Auditory (94%) condition. The main effect of the response order was significant as well (*F*~(1,21)~ = 7.56, *P* = 0.012, η^2^ = 0.27), indicating lower accuracy for the second (92%) than the first (94%) responses. The two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant (*F*~(1,21)~ = 23.52, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.53). Further planned *t*-tests on simple effects showed that accuracy was comparable for the first (94%) and the second (95%) responses in the Visual-Auditory condition (*t*~(21)~ = 1.23, *P* = 0.233, *d* = 0.26). However, accuracy was significantly lower for the second (90%) than the first (95%) responses in the Auditory-Visual condition (*t*~(21)~ = 4.70, *P* \< 0.001, *d* = 1.00; [Figure 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In Experiment 2, the main effect of task order was significant (*F*~(1,32)~ = 4.59, *P* = 0.040, η^2^ = 0.13), indicating lower accuracy in the Visual-Auditory (92%) than the Auditory-Visual (94%) condition. The main effect of response order was significant as well (*F*~(1,32)~ = 15.30, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.32), indicating lower accuracy for the second (91%) than the first (94%) responses. The two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant (*F*~(1,32)~ = 11.95, *P* = 0.002, η^2^ = 0.27). Further planned *t*-tests on simple effects showed that accuracy was comparable for the first (94%) and the second (94%) responses in the Auditory-Visual condition (*t*~(32)~ = 0.39, *P* = 0.698, *d* = 0.07). In the Visual-Auditory condition, however, accuracy was significantly lower for the second (89%) than the first (94%) responses (*t*~(32)~ = 4.16, *P* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.73; [Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), which replicated the difficulty manipulations in Experiment 2.

Taken together, at the long SOA when performance of the two tasks did not overlap in time, the RT2s became even faster than the RT1s \[Figures [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\], except for the Visual-Auditory condition in Experiment 2. The faster RT2s than RT1s at the long SOA were consistent with previous results.\[[@ref23][@ref36][@ref37]\] Interestingly, in Experiment 2 when single auditory processing was more difficult than single visual processing, the second auditory processing in the Visual-Auditory condition (617 ± 16 ms) became faster than the first auditory processing in the Auditory-Visual condition (690 ± 17 ms, t~(32)~ = 5.36, *P* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.93), and the first visual processing in the Visual-Auditory condition (643 ± 14 ms) became slower than the second visual processing in the Auditory-Visual condition (584 ± 12 ms, t~(32)~ = 5.51, *P* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.96), resulting in eliminated differences between RT1s and RT2s in the Visual-Auditory condition \[[Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Accuracy data in the Visual-Auditory condition at the long SOA of Experiment 2, however, was consistent with the experimental manipulations by showing higher accuracy in the first visual task than in the second auditory task \[[Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. In addition, accuracy data at the long SOA of Experiment 1 showed a trend of RT-accuracy tradeoff in the Auditory-Visual condition: although the first auditory responses were slower than the second visual responses, accuracy was higher in the former than in the latter case \[Figure [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\].

**Ratio of reversed response order**

In Experiment 1, the main effect of the SOA was significant (*F*~(1,21)~ = 19.93, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.49), indicating more response reversals at the short (5%) than the long SOA (1%). Neither the main effect of task order (*F*~(1,21)~ = 0.28, *P* = 0.605, η^2^ = 0.01), nor the two-way interaction (*F*~(1,21)~ = 0.29, *P* = 0.598, η^2^ = 0.01), was significant \[[Figure 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. In Experiment 2, the main effect of the SOA was significant (*F*~(1,32)~ = 24.92, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.44), again indicating more response reversals at the short (7%) than the long SOAs (2%). The main effect of task order was marginally significant (*F*~(1,32)~ = 4.01, *P* = 0.054, η^2^ = 0.11), indicating that response reversals tended to be higher in the Auditory-Visual (5%) than the Visual-Auditory (3%) condition. The interaction between task order and SOA was marginally significance as well (*F*~(1,32)~ = 3.07, *P* = 0.090, η^2^ = 0.09). Further planned *t*-tests on simple effects showed that, at the long SOA, the ratio of response reversals was comparable between the Auditory-Visual (2%) and the Visual-Auditory (1%) condition (*t*~(32)~ = 0.58, *P* = 0.564, *d* = 0.10), while at the short SOA, participants tend to make more response reversals in the Auditory-Visual (9%) than Visual-Auditory (5%) condition (*t*~(32)~ = 1.92, *P* = 0.063, *d* = 0.33; [Figure 5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Ratios of trials with reversed response order, shown as a function of task order and SOA for Experiment 1 (a) and Experiment 2 (b), respectively. The error bars represent standard error for the sample mean. SOA: Stimulus-onset asynchrony.](CMJ-131-1926-g005){#F5}

To summarize, the more response reversals at the short SOA than the long SOA again suggested higher PRP interferences with the decreasing SOA \[Figure [5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\].\[[@ref38]\] Moreover, when the auditory processing became more difficult than the visual processing in Experiment 2, a higher rate of response reversals was observed in the Auditory-Visual than the Visual-Auditory condition, especially at the short SOA \[[Figure 5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. The results suggested that visual responses could more frequently precede auditory responses than vice versus even when the visual task was presented later than the auditory task. Previous evidences showed that the executive order control mechanism could be influenced by the task difficulty, leading to a tendency for participants to finish the easy task before the hard task when both tasks overlap in time.\[[@ref28][@ref39][@ref40][@ref41]\] Consistent with the previous evidence, the present findings thus suggested that participants tended to perform the easier visual task first even when the auditory stimuli were presented first.

Gender effect {#sec2-8}
-------------

In order to investigate whether there was an effect of gender between different modality and the two experiments, the data in the single-task conditions were further submitted to a 2 (between-subjects factor: Experiment 1 vs. 2) × 2 (gender: female vs. male) × 2 (modality: visual vs. auditory) repeated-measures ANOVA. In the dual-task conditions, the RT and accuracy data were further submitted to a 2 (between-subjects factor: Experiment 1 vs. 2) × 2 (gender: female vs. male) × 2 (task order: Auditory-Visual vs. Visual-Auditory) × 2 (response order: RT1 vs. RT2) repeated-measures ANOVA for the short (300 ms) and long SOA (1000 ms) conditions, respectively. In addition, the ratio of trials with reversed response orders was further submitted to a 2 (gender: female vs. male) × 2 (task order: Auditory-Visual vs. Visual-Auditory) × 2 (SOA: 300 ms vs. 1000 ms) repeated-measures ANOVA for each experiment.

In the single-task conditions, for the RTs, the main effect of modality was significant (*F*~(1,51)~ = 7.54, *P* = 0.008, η^2^ = 0.13), indicating that RTs were significantly slower in the single auditory task (674 ± 15 ms) than in the single visual task (642 ± 11 ms). The two-way interaction between experiment and modality was significant as well (*F*~(1,51)~ = 4.68, *P* = 0.045, η^2^ = 0.08). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.94). For the accuracy, no effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.30).

In the dual-task conditions, at the short SOA, for the RTs, the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,51)~ = 164.64, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.76), indicating that RT2s (796 ± 17 ms) were significantly slower than RT1s (684 ± 16 ms). The two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant as well (*F*~(1,51)~ = 21.57, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.30). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.06). For the accuracy, the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,51)~ = 13.14, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.20), indicating lower accuracy for the second (86%) than the first (89%) responses. The two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant as well (*F*~(1,51)~ = 4.11, *P* = 0.048, η^2^ = 0.07). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.14).

At the long SOA, for the RTs, the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,51)~ = 63.96, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.56), indicating that RT1s (651 ± 12 ms) was significantly slower than RT2s (584 ± 10 ms). The main effect of task order was significant (*F*~(1,51)~ = 4.58, *P* = 0.04, η^2^ = 0.08). The two-way interaction between task order and response order was significant (*F*~(1,51)~ = 5.95, *P* = 0.018, η^2^ = 0.11). No other effect was significant, all *P* \> 0.06. For the accuracy, the main effect of response order was significant (*F*~(1,51)~ = 21.90, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.29), indicating lower accuracy for the second (92%) than the first (94%) responses. The two-way interaction between task order and experiment was significant (*F*~(1,51)~ = 9.19, *P* = 0.004, η^2^ = 0.15). The three-way interaction between task order, response order, and experiment was significant as well (*F*~(1,51)~ = 26.07, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.33). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.07).

For the ratio of reversed response order, in Experiment 1, the main effect of the SOA was significant (*F*~(1,20)~ = 14.28, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.52), indicating more response reversals at the short (5%) than the long (1%) SOA. No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.43). In Experiment 2, the main effect of the SOA was significant (*F*~(1,31)~ = 24.08, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.55), again indicating more response reversals at the short (7%) than the long SOAs (2%). No other effect was significant (all *P* \> 0.07).

To summarize, no significant effect of gender was found either between different sensory modalities or between the two experiments in the present study. More importantly, all the interactions between experiment and gender did not reach statistical significance, indicating that the gender effect was matched between the two experiments.

D[ISCUSSION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-4}
========================

In the present study, we aimed to investigate whether a similar visual dominance effect exists in the cross-modal PRP tasks. We adapted the classic PRP paradigm by manipulating the task order of a visual and an auditory task. At the short SOA, a larger delay and lower accuracy of the second responses in the Visual-Auditory than the Auditory-Visual conditions were revealed, independent of the difficulty of processing in different sensory modalities \[Figures [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The results thus confirmed our hypothesis that it was easier for the second visual response to overcome the interference caused by the first auditory response than vice versa, indicating the dominance of vision over audition when competing the limited capacity of the central bottleneck. In addition, another indicator of visual dominance was found in Experiment 2: participants made more errors with reversed response orders in the Auditory-Visual than the Visual-Auditory conditions, indicating that visual responses tend to precede auditory responses even if the order of the visual task is secondary \[[Figure 5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\].

There has been considerable evidence that the response-selection bottleneck is a principal cause of PRP interference.\[[@ref1][@ref4][@ref5][@ref36][@ref37]\] It assumes that dual-task interference in the PRP paradigm occurs after the early sensory stage and before the motor execution stage, and the delay in RT2 that occurs in close temporal succession is primarily due to our inability to choose different responses at the same time. Depending on this account, we propose that the dominance of vision over audition in the cross-modal PRP paradigm is largely attributed to the preferential processing of visual information during the response-selection stage before the motor execution stage. Consistent with this proposal, previous evidence showed that visual dominance during the audiovisual competition was caused by prioritizing visual modality in activating response preparation before response execution in the motor system, compared to auditory modality.\[[@ref38]\] For example, a recent fMRI study suggested that dorsal visual stream showed both increased neural activity and enhanced functional connectivity between sensorimotor cortex during visual dominance,\[[@ref20]\] which might be the neural causes of prioritizing the visual information into the corresponding sensorimotor representations before motor execution. Accordingly, we suggest that the visual precedence before the motor execution processing makes it easier for the visual task to overcome the PRP interference induced by the previous auditory task than vice versa.

In the present study, two qualitatively different tasks (e.g., the frequently adopted visual numerical judgment task and auditory frequency judgment task) were used in the PRP paradigm for Task 1 and Task 2, and the participants had to switch between the two tasks in each and every trial. Thus, one might argue that the current asymmetric modality effect should be attributed to the visual dominance effect manifested in the task switch cost. It has been found that the modality switching costs were higher for auditory than visual stimuli, that is, switching from vision into audition (VA trials) causes more costs than switching from audition into vision (AV trials).\[[@ref39][@ref40][@ref41]\] First, although some researchers attributed the PRP effect to the executive processing which consists of switching costs in task set,\[[@ref42]\] most previous empirical evidence indicated that the central bottleneck in the PRP paradigm is not caused by the need to switch tasks.\[[@ref43][@ref44][@ref45]\] For example, several studies found that the costs of task switching were additive to the PRP effect, that is, the size of the PRP effect was approximately the same in the task repeat and switch conditions, indicating that the switch to Task 2 occurred later than the central bottleneck process of the PRP paradigm.\[[@ref44][@ref45]\] Second, with regard to the visual dominance effect manifested in the task switch cost, recent evidence suggested that it was more likely to be caused by very specific experimental manipulations, rather than a general effect.\[[@ref46]\] Specifically, after controlling for factors of modality appropriateness, contextual effects, and speeds of processing, similar tasks as those in the previous studies\[[@ref39][@ref40]\] with comparable attentional demands and processing speed failed to show evidence for a visual dominance effect.\[[@ref46]\] In the present study, since the general attentional demands, as indexed by the processing speed, were controlled to be equivalent between the visual and the auditory tasks, we tend to believe that the observed visual dominance effect is not attributed to the task switch effect. Moreover, the intertrial intervals between consecutive trials are relatively long in the classical task switch paradigm (usually more than 1500 ms),\[[@ref39][@ref47][@ref48][@ref49]\] which is more similar to the long than the short SOA trials in the current PRP paradigm. If the observed visual dominance effect was indeed a task switch effect, it should have been observed in the long SOA trials as well. However, our results showed that the first visual task caused larger response impairment to the second auditory task (i.e., the visual dominance effect) only at the short, but not at the long, SOA \[Figures [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\], which is against the predictions based on the task switch account \[Figures [3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Taken together, based on the current experimental manipulations and the visual dominance effect specifically at the short rather than long SOA, we propose that the current asymmetric modality effect is not attributed to the visual dominance effect manifested in the task switch cost. One important future direction in the field is to orthogonally manipulate the cross-modal PRP paradigm and the task switch effect in the same experimental design and to investigate whether the same visual dominance effect occurs in both the task repeat and the task switch conditions.

To summarize, using visual and auditory tasks and manipulating the order of the two tasks in the cross-modal PRP paradigm, we found the larger impairment of the second response in the Visual-Auditory than the Auditory-Visual conditions at the short SOAs when multisensory information competes to pass through the central bottleneck, independent of the difficulty of processing in different sensory modalities. The results thus indicated that it was more difficult for the auditory information to recover from the PRP interference induced by the previous visual processing than vice versa. Taken together, our study, for the first time, revealed that the preferential processing of visual information manifested in the cross-modal PRP tasks.
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